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X-ray and NMR protein structures is the same,” to appear in Protein Science (2022).



To quantify differences between x-ray crystal structures and 

NMR structures, we will focus on “core” residues.  

(a) Compare average properties of high-resolution x-ray 

crystal structures (5621) and high-quality NMR structures (6449). 

(b) Compare NMR and x-ray crystal structures of the same

protein (702 pairs).
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Features of protein cores: 1. fraction of core residues,

2. packing fraction, … 
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Fraction of core residues in x-ray crystal structures
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Packing fraction in x-ray crystal structures
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Differences in packing features between NMR and x-ray crystal structures



Are differences in packing features caused by methodological 

issues or by differences in protein structure in crystalline vs. 

solution conditions? 
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Filter NMR structures by clashscore, backbone and sidechain dihedral 

angle outliers, number of NOE restraints,…
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NMR and x-ray crystal structures pairs
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Unrestrained and NOE distance-restrained all-atom 

MD simulations



Conclusions

1. There is no agreed upon quality metric for NMR structures

2. When we consider full NMR data set, protein cores 

are smaller and overpacked compared to those for x-ray 

crystal structures.

3. When we limit NMR structures to those with large number 

of restraints, P(fc) for NMR matches that for x-ray crystal 

structures. However, NMR structures remain overpacked.

4. When we filter NMR structures according to number of 

NOE restraints, clashscore, backbone and sidechain dihedral 

angle outliers…P( 𝜙 ) is same for NMR and x-ray crystal 

structures. 

5. MD simulations suggest that there are no structures that 

satisfy protein stereochemistry and all NOE restraints

6. Investigate all 702 NMR and x-ray crystal structure pairs



Protein Decoy Detection

A. T. Grigas, Z. Mei, J. D. Treado, Z. A. Levine, L. Regan, and C. S. O’Hern,

``Using physical features of protein core packing to distinguish real proteins from 

Decoys,” Protein Science 29 (2020) 1931.  





Distinguishing Features













How do we obtain 100% correlation and zero error bars? 


